Our Online Rules
Key Stage 2
Cogenhoe pupils will:
 Be aware of all the different uses of the internet and how to stay safe in all
software, programmes and tools.
 Only send messages that are kind and polite.
 Not go on any website or internet tools such as video conferencing without
our parents being aware of when we are on it and who we are talking to.
 Not give out personal information such as name, school, address or phone
number. Alongside this, the children will also provide ‘gamer tags’ on games as
opposed to any direct link to their information.
 Will not post any photos of yourself or others on any ‘apps’ that you would
not want a stranger to see.
 Will not post photos of others, if they want to post it then can do it
themselves, permission or no permission.
 Know who to ask/talk to if they received any content that makes them feel
uncomfortable.
 Know how to report/block content we are uncomfortable with, or which we no
longer wish to receive.

 Follow these rules as part of an agreement and be aware of the dangers and
consequences that could be implicated if they do not.

Our Online Rules
Key Stage 1
Cogenhoe pupils will:
 Use the internet safely to protect ourselves, and keep us safe.
 Not go on any website or internet tools such as video conferencing without
parents/carers being aware of when we are on it and who we are talking to.

 Only open or send messages with the supervision of an adult to people we
know, none of which should be unkind messages.

 Not tell anyone their first name, last name, school or address. This is YOUR
information, and it must not be told to anyone else.

 Not tell anyone their password, your user area is yours and no one else should
access it.

 Talk to an adult if they see something they do not like, or something that
makes us feel uncomfortable.
 Block or report someone who is being unkind, or doing things you do not
want to see.
 Follow the online rules, and are aware of the dangers it can have and the
consequences they will face.

